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Technopolis and Caverion continue to grow internationally – now
aiming to provide excellent end user experience at the Stockholm
campus
Technopolis, shared workplace expert in the Nordics, has by recent acquisition of Kista
Campus in Stockholm strengthened their position in the Swedish real estate market.
“With this acquisition, Technopolis continues to expand into new markets. Our growth is
supported by Caverion, who has a key role in ensuring a uniform, high quality service delivery,
user satisfaction and excellent conditions at our campuses across the Nordic countries,
including the new Stockholm campus. We are happy to have Caverion by our side on this
journey," says Kari Kokkonen, Chief Real Estate Officer, Technopolis.

Including the new Stockholm campus, Technopolis and Caverion’s partnerships covers nine
Technopolis campuses, located in Sweden, Finland and Norway. In addition to technical
maintenance services, the collaboration has recently extended to include large investment
projects. Caverion delivers, for example, Caverion Automation for Buildings at the Technopolis
Gothenburg campus in Sweden. A similar BMS project is being completed for the Technopolis
campus in Oslo.
“We are always happy to grow with our long-term customers in new locations and areas of
expertise. With Technopolis we share the same passion for excellent end user experience and
developing smart and sustainable solutions to meet and anticipate the future needs of facility
users,” says Daniel Tabermann, Vice President, International Sales & Key Accounts at

Caverion.
Technopolis provides flexible and efficient office spaces coupled with related services.
Currently, Technopolis offers a work base for 1,400 companies.
Read more about our partnership with Technopolis
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For more information, please contact: Daniel Tabermann, Vice President, International Sales &
Key Accounts, Caverion, tel. +358 40 193 1094, daniel.tabermann@caverion.com
Our life is shaped by the environments we build around us. By making built environments smart and sustainable, Caverion enables
performance and people’s well-being. Customers can trust our expert guidance during the entire life cycle of their buildings,
infrastructure or industrial sites and processes: from design & build to projects, technical and industrial maintenance, facility
management as well as advisory services. Our customers are supported by over 15,000 professionals in 11 countries in Northern,
Central and Eastern Europe. Our revenue in 2020 was approximately EUR 2.2 billion. Caverion’s shares are listed on Nasdaq
Helsinki.
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